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Abstract
Fresh fish has a fast deterioration process and the orders must be schedule daily. An accurate
estimation of the daily demand in the supply chain help management prevents the fish spoiling and
eventually raises profitability.
Historically the industry has relied on statistical models to forecast the demand in a time series
approach, but with the raise of computational power, machine learning starts to become a viable
option to model time series as well. This thesis aims to be a contribution to validate the accuracy of
neural networks modelling time series demand.
The results of the study shows that a Long Short Term Memory network can be modeled to
forecast the demand with the same accuracy of the traditional models, but requires much effort in
the preprocessing of the data. But that effort is rewarded with an accurate forecast of the demand.
However, the statistical methods has a straightforward implementation with similar accuracy and
should not be discarded as a viable option.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General Context
Retail industry is involved in distributing goods from the producer to the consumers, using
physical locations like stores or more recently, providing the service on online channels[MKF18].
Retailers can be small shops that are part of a community to international companies that have
stores all around the world. Such diversity gives the consumer a lot to choose and is essential for
companies to adopt strategies to retain costumers and attract new ones.
The competition in the industry is fierce and any competitive advantage over rivals company, is
crucial to overcome such a challenging market. The use of data to improve business operations,
become a major issue for big retailers[SD17]. One of those cases is to sales forecast. A reliable
estimation of sales, should be key to understand the demand by the consumer and provides
distribution, profitability and reduce holding inventory and waste.
Portugal has a long tradition of fresh fish food, from consumption to fishing. Fishing has been
a way of life in Portugal for generations, providing employment and natural resource that is part
of our diet[CLC+13]. For both reasons, is essential find strategies that help our resources to be
sustainable. Forecasting fresh food sales will improve sustainability because will provide additional
knowledge in consumption patters and reduce waste.
1.2 Problem Description
This dissertation has the partnership of a retail corporation that operates a chain of hypermarket
and provides groceries to satisfy demand through the supply chain. The retailer supply multiple
products, but we are concerned in forecasting the demand of fresh fish products. Since fresh fish has
a fast deterioration it can’t be stored for a long period of time like other products and the schedule
of orders must be done daily, so the freshness is always available to satisfy the customer.
The fish are supplied to the stores trough two different channels of the supply chain, the
aquaculture and wild caught industry. The previous scheduling of orders, must be done according to
1
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the forecast of the demand, to ease the responsibility of manage hundreds of products in hundreds
of stores. Without the proper tools, this can become a excruciating task.
The retail partner collects the data from the transactions in the stores, that becomes potential
sources of information. By extracting useful information from that data, the modeling of an accurate
forecasting model will prevent spoiled fish and stockouts, resulting in less waste and an increase of
profitability.
1.3 Objectives and methodology
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop a model to forecast the demand of fresh
fish product in a two day ahead horizon. To accomplish this objective a Long Short Term Mem-
ory(LSTM) will be develop with multiple features as input, such as price, meteorologic or holidays.
The result of the LSTM will need validation, so statistical models will be also implemented as
verification of the accuracy of the machine learning model.
The comparison of the implemented models results, will be a contribution to validate or disprove
the modeling of time series using neural networks. The improvement on computational power in
recent years, made machine learning a viable option to model time series, but more results are
required to consolidate the evidence.
The methodology can be described as follows:
Exploration of the data: The preprocessing of the transactional dataset provided the the
retail partner, to identify the most valuable information worth to extract. Along with the
transactional data, research evidence in the literature of predictive features that already had
results.
Development of the models: The implementation of multiple forecasting models will benefit
the end result.
Validate the results: A comparison of the results, to evaluate the accuracy of the develop
models.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis includes 2 chapters, which are summarized below.
Chapter 2 intends to provide theoretical background on forecasting, a general description on
retail forecasting and specifically a extend review on sales and product demand forecasting.
Chapter 3 describes the forecasting methods to be implemented during the course of this
dissertation.
Chapter 4 describes the problem description and presents the process of the exploration of the
transactional data.
2
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In chapter 5, the forecast of the fresh fish demand is performed. The implementation and results
of the statistical methods is displayed. In the second part, the LSTM process and feature selection
is detailed, ending with the comparison of results with the statistical models. The previous models,
are also applied to a smaller dataset to validate results with a comparison with the retail’s partner
model.
Chapter 6 presents the summary and conclusions of the research developed in this thesis. It
also presents some directions for future research.
3
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Literature Review on Forecasting
Forecasting is the process of predicting the future, using past information. Intuitively, we do it
everyday taking decisions using our life experience, expertise or emotions. This type of forecasting
is qualitative and it is not objective. Forecasting can also be quantitative, where the possibility of
a future event occurring is estimated using a modeled approach. The base idea, is the belief that
historical data is cyclic and patterns or trends are repeated over time.
The traditional approach of quantitative forecasting is by statistical models, but with the
technological improvement of computational power, machine learning turned out to be an op-
tion. In machine learning, a computer system learns information about a topic, by being fed
with observations about it. Despite machine learning being an option to forecasting, its per-
formance must be validated. Studies comparing models of machine learning and statistical
methods[AQS01][MSA18][CZ03][ABGM15], had mixed results, with some giving the advan-
tage to machine learning, and vice versa. Regarding the results, both have great potential for
forecasting applications [MSA18], with each one having a better performance depending on a
variety of characteristics. Therefore, it is important that we classify the different forecasting settings
and their challenges. This is explored in the following sections.
Forecast is useful to provide us support to decisions and is used and studied in many areas, such
as weather[WSH99][Gne05], stock market[HNW05][FVD96] or health[KKR06][WCW+87].
Retail is also another area of interest, with empirical evidence on forecasting. Retailers grown
from small shops to chain stores, with hundreds of locations. The challenge is not only forecasting
in a store level, but also in chain and market levels[MKF18]. Forecasting grant is used to support
decision making in strategic, tactical and operational plannings. The decisions will be key in
distribution network, new store locations, position or even competitors performance. Retailers also
have the need to forecast total sales and product demand. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, both concepts
will be reviews with detail.
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2.1 Cross Sectional and Time Series
Market researchers and business analysts when facing the problem of predicting sales have
two approaches. One approach to prediction is to use cross-sectional data, working with one
point in time and explanatory variables[FM04], such as, population, employment rate, personal
income, precipitation, temperature, and population growth[Kon08]. In statistics and econometric,
the methods of cross sectional are based on regression models[MFH16]. This type of cross-sectional
analysis considers one point in time, with no particular order, in contrast to a time-series regression
or longitudinal regression in which the variables are considered to be associated with a sequence of
points in time.
In time series analysis past observations are ordered by a time period to estimate a future
observation, using classical time series methods, such as ARIMA and Winter’s[SLP15]. Claiming
that the performance of classical methods could be improved using explanatory variables, researches
proposed models that included it, such as SARIMAX (Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average with External Variables) [AAF16].
2.2 Sales Forecasting
In this section, it is reviewed the concept of forecasting the total amount of sales a market,
chain or store. The object of forecasting is measured in monetary units, instead of units of a
product[MKF18]. The time bucket is an extended period like year, quarter or month, but particularly
for store forecast, a day can better suit the need. Market, chain and store level forecasting have
different objectives, but they have common issues, namely seasonality and trend.[MKF18]. Time
series can model those issues, so they have been the most common approach to forecasting total
sales[XDH08][AQS01][ABGM15].
Retail sales often exhibit strong seasonal variations. Historically, modeling and forecasting
seasonal data is one of the major research efforts and many theoretical and heuristic methods
have been developed in the last several decades[CZ03]. Traditionally time series models, such as
ARIMA,an autoregressive integrated moving average, or exponential smoothing and its extension
to include seasonality and trend(Holt-Winters), have shown good performance forecasting retail
sales, especially in economic stability.[AQS01]. Traditional methods are linear and so they are
tight to the conditions of linear models and cannot efficiently handle the nonlinear components
in the data. Neural networks are a class of flexible nonlinear models that can discover patterns
from the data[ZQ05]. The possibility of neural networks capturing nonlinear seasonality, and other
nonlinear components, made researchers study which was the best solution using a neural network
to forecast total sales: using the data directly or preprocessing it, modelling seasonality and trend.
Seasonality is a periodic and recurrent pattern caused by factors such as weather, holidays,
repeating promotions, as well as the behavior of economic agents. Alon [AQS01], forecasting the
retail sales of US, compared ANN with traditional time series models ARIMA and Holt-Winters,
and also multivariate regression. ANN and regression, modeled seasonality using season dummy
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variables. The data was divided in two periods, each one was marked with instability, with high
unemployment and interest rates. ANN outperformed other models and regression had the worst
performance. Traditional models however, had good performance in the period that the conditions
were more stable. It also states, that ANN can capture seasonality in the data, but is important to
notice that the data was not raw and had preprocessing to model seasonality.
Aye forecasting South Africa retail sales[ABGM15], also modeled seasonality with dummy
variables. It compared 9 full seasonal models with 17 dummy models. Full seasonal models data
lacked performance. Also from the analysis, it states that was difficult to identify a specific model
as the best for forecasting South Africa’s aggregate retail sales. Some models are well suited for
booms, while others are well suited for recessions, and this differs across forecast horizons.
A comparative study of linear and nonlinear models for aggregate retail sales[CZ03], fore-
casting US retail sales, modeled the seasonality in dummy variables, but also deseasonality and
trigonometric functions. A deseasonality model is where the seasonal component has been removed
and is called seasonal stationary. The linear approach modelled seasonality with ARIMA model
and regression with dummy models or trigonometric. The nonlinear approach was represented
by ANN. The overall best model was ANN with deseasonality data and trigonometric functions
proved not to be useful in modeling retail sales seasonality. The direct data model, also had a worst
performance than dummy season variables.
Zhang made a comparison of the performance of the forecast using 3 models of seasonality,
raw data, dummy variables and deseasonality[ZQ05]. It states that ANN can’t model seasonality
directly and the best approach is also to deseasonality the data before processing.
Another component with empirical studies is trend. A time series with trend is considered to
be non stationary and often needs to be made stationary before most modeling and forecasting
processes take place[ZQ05]. In a non stationary time series the trend component changes over time
and this can be a problem to perform a viable forecast. The literature in modeling trend is scarce,
but removing it from the data had better performance then processing it raw[ZQ05].
To conclude, when forecast total sales with a high level of aggregation, seasonality and trend
are two components that must be modeled to achieve a good result. Statistics models have in
Holt-Winters and ARIMA two viable solutions and ANN looks promising, with seasonality and
trend adjustment.
2.3 Product Demand Forecasting
Product demand forecasting is directly related to many operational decisions as pricing, space
allocation, ordering and inventory management[MKF18]. The ability to estimate the demand of
a product is critical to impulse the proper decision making in the retail sector being inventory
management a prime candidate for perceived cost savings[EK04] and a pricing strategy must be
optimized in order to maximize revenue[FOV12]. Given a decision making question, the product
demand must be characterized in three dimensions (Fig. 2.1): the level in the product hierarchy,
the position in the retail supply chain and the time granularity[MKF18].
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Figure 2.1: Multidimensional hierarchies in retail forecasting [MKF18]
Concerning product hierarchy, the approach is to aggregate by SKU (Stock Keeping Unit),
brand or category. Retailers rely on demand forecasts at SKU level when making business decisions
as marketing, production, inventory and finance[ASvWF09]. A SKU identify a single product
and may identify the product in the whole chain store. Walmart, a large retail company, has
roughly 5000 stores throughout the United States, meaning that approximately 1 billion unique
forecasts must be generated in order to know the demand of all SKUs in the chain[Sea18]. A
brand in a product category contains alternative SKUs with different packages types, sizes or
colors. Brand level forecasts are important where there are cross-brand effects and promotions and
ordering may be organized by brand [MKF18]. However, the initial forecast is made with a high
level of aggregation, namely category forecasting, which contains a large number of SKUs with
common characteristics[MKF18]. Using a larger model scope results in better forecast accuracy,
by incorporating SKU data from multiple stores and multiple subcategories[ASvWF09].
The position on the supply chain highly impact the forecast. The supply chain consists of
all intermediaries, from the manufacturer to the customer. To be able to forecast at this level,
collaboration between parties is desired, which can be divided into two main categories: vertical.
which include collaboration with customers, chain store and with suppliers; and horizontal, which
include collaboration with competitors and with non-competitors[Bar04]. Theoretically, The
collaborative forecast, would suppress the bullwhip effect. The bullwhip effect refers to increasing
swings in inventory in response to shifts in customer demand as one moves further up the supply
chain, leading to over inventory, stocks-outs and loss profit[Cha13].
Different time granularaties are need for different management decisions, from operational to
strategic. From operational point of view, a fresh food store may need a forecast daily and a fashion
store may have a need to estimate the demand to the whole season[MKF18].
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2.4 Influential Drivers of Product Demand
Many factors influence the demand of a product. Some factors are in control of the retailers such
as promotions, pricing and secondary effects like cannibalization or substitute products. Others
not so much, but knowing their conditions is key. This is the case of seasonality, special days or
weather[MKF18].
2.4.1 Weather
The supply and the demand of a product is affected by weather conditions[MDMFPL10],
for instance temperature, humidity, snow fall, and, especially sunlight[LLLW11]. The consumer
behaviour is affected by is mood and a higher temperature positively affect it[Par10]. Costumers
expose to sunlight, natural or artificial, have a more consuming driven behaviour, willing to pay
extra for a variety of products[LLLW11]. But this demand is not linear, as the temperature raises
the consumption of soft drinks also increases, but when it reach extreme heat, the consumer adjust
demand by opting for low sugar drinks or straight water[MKF18].
A challenge in use weather variables in forecasting is that are a wide range of weather conditions,
such as temperature, wind, sunshine duration or precipitation. This must be forecast along with
operational variables like prices or promotions and may cause retail not inclined to the extra
effort[MKF18]. Nevertheless, weather can be used as a predictor variable, as example, forecasting
beer demand, the highest daily temperature is a good estimator.[BF09]
2.4.2 Calendar Events
Since business activities and consumer behavior patterns may be greatly affected by holidays,
the demand may vary substantially. Such effects are referred to as holiday effects[SLP15]. Demand
can be also affected by special events such as festivals or sports. Specific calendar events can be
modeled as seasonality, like Christmas. Alternately, Easter does not have a fixed date and cannot be
treated as seasonality[MKF18].
Calendar events that are affected with a considerable increased demand, can be treated as a
predictor variable. Events can be modeled for a single day, like Christmas or Easter, or a longer
period, namely school vacations[AAF16]. As example, in New Year’s Eve the beverages demand
is marked with a huge spike and can be modeled as a dummy variable[BF09].
2.4.3 Seasonality
Product demand contains multiple seasonal cycles of different lengths,that can lead to in-
ventory holding or stock outs[EHVW14]. Fashion retail have 4 main seasons, for instance
spring,summer,winter and autumn, however, weekly and weekend is another type of seasonality.
typically the paycheck is monthly, but can be weekly or biweekly, generating the correspondent
seasonality. For this reason, models used in forecasting, where demand have strong seasonality
must be able to handle multiple seasonal patterns[MKF18].
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2.4.4 Promotions and Marketing
Promotions deeply affected the demand, are temporary and are "call to action". To benefit from
the promotion the customer must acquire the product within a time frame[MP10]. In cooperation
with price reduction, marketing with advertise can influence the costumer inside or outside the
store[MKF18]. Promotion and marketing can affect the sale on a product, but also the sales
of others products, this is called cannibalization[MKF18] and is strongly associated with brand
switching[MP10].
Forecasting models should take in account the regular price and the discount price. Discount
price may have various interpretations. Promotional price can be defined as the discount associated
with a advertise or promotion campaign and discount price as the reduction that a product get
after a few days in the shelf[AAF16]. A common use case is to use the relative discount, where a
higher value means a bigger discount. This can be miss leading, when the discount is translated
into dollar terms, the higher the price of the promoted product, the greater the amount of the dollar
savings[CML98].
2.4.5 Stock-outs
When the demand of a product exceeds the inventory, a stock-out can occurs. This leads to
an inaccurate demand estimation, because the focal product does not reflect the customer demand
and substitutes product, being a viable option, may increase sales[MKF18]. The accuracy of the
forecast directly contributes to higher profits by reducing stock-out situations[ASvWF09]
2.4.6 Intermittence
Also known as sporadic demand, intermittent demand, comes about when a product experiences
several periods of zero demand. Often in these situations, when demand occurs it is small, and
sometimes highly variable in size. This demand is hard to predict, and errors in prediction may be
costly in terms of obsolescent stock or unmet demand[SB05].
Intermittence is hard to map, because a situation of zero demand, can be a result of another
factor like a stock-out or seasonality[MKF18].
Current practice, where it uses statistical forecasting, favors exponential smoothing. An
alternative specifically designed to deal with these types of patterns is Croston’s. method[SB05].
2.5 Product demand forecasting applications
The improvement of models for forecasting product demand has been object of much effort
for forecasting researchers and practitioners. The best model, is the one that fit the problem,
with the easiest implementation and interpretation. In essence, the models can be split in 3
families: univariate, econometric and nonlinear[MKF18]. Univariate methods range from simple
time series methods such moving average or exponential smoothing, to Box-Jenkins ARIMA
and Holt-Winters[DVDVC+14] and state space[RSR15]. However, univariate models do not
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have in consideration external factors like promotions or pricing. Therefore, univariate models
should be used forecasting on a higher aggregation or for products with low promotion or price
elasticity.[MKF18]
Linear regression is feasible for large scale product level forecasting problems because is
easy, simple and fast to fit. Econometric models use a joint approach of linear regression and
exogenous variables such us seasonality, calendar events, weather conditions, price, and promotion
features[MKF18].
PromoCast is a promotion event forecasting model and it uses a static cross-sectional regres-
sion analysis of SKU-store sales under a variety of promotion conditions, with store and chain
specific historical performance information[CBL+08]. Forecasting the daily sales of banana,
Arunraj developed a seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average with external variables
(SARIMAX)[AAF16]. It was used exogenous variables to model seasonality, holydays and promo-
tions.
Compared to the linear regression models, nonlinear methods allow arbitrary nonlinear ap-
proximation functions learned directly from the data and improves the potential to provide more
accurate forecasts[MKF18]. Nonlinear methods include traditional nonlinear regressions, non or
semi parametric regressions, and fuzzy and machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning is on trend, so recent studies emerged. A comparative study of Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN),
has shown that SVM had the best performance and it used holidays and the sum of all prices as
predictive variables[SD17]. The implementation of a neuro fuzzy model using unit sales price,
product quality, customer satisfaction, promotions, holidays and special days[EÖK09].
2.6 Summary
As discussed, forecasting is crucial in a company’s strategic, tactical or operational planning.
Total Sales and demand are representative of patterns of consumption, being sales crucial in strategic
and tactical and demand on operational and tactical. Forecast techniques traditionally consisted of
statistical models, but machine learning have been a new contender.
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Forecasting methods for time series
In this chapter, we introduce the models that will be implemented to forecast the demand of
fresh fish. In section 3.1 we discussed statistical methods in general, section 3.1.1 the SARIMA
method is explained, section 3.1.2 refers to Holt winter’s seasonal method, section 3.1.3 explain the
components of the model and section 3.2 is dedicated to the neural networks.
3.1 Statistical forecasting methods
The statistical methods implementation in this study are univariate. Univariate methods use only
a single variable as input and most likely, the variable of input will be the output as well. Depending
on the problem in hand, univariate forecasting methods can be extremely simple and surprisingly
effective if used with the proper data. In our problem, we want to estimate the weight sold for a
fish product 2 days ahead, so the input will be the daily sales till the present day. Concerning data
complexity, this is very useful, because with only a single variable it’s possible to develop a model
that don’t lack the accuracy of more sophisticated models, that use several inputs. The univariate
methods explored can handle seasonality and trend, some may handle multiple seasonality, that is
characteristic of retail data.
3.1.1 SARIMA model
This model is a improvement to an autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA),
but have the advantage that can handle seasonality. Before introduce the model in important to
discuss the concepts differencing and stationary.
• A stationary time series is one whose properties do not depend on the time at which the
series is observed. Thus, time series with trends is not stationary and will affect the value of
the time series at different times. On the other hand, a white noise series is stationary — it
does not matter when you observe it, it should look much the same at any point in time.
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• Differencing is one way to make a non-stationary time series stationary — compute the
differences between consecutive observations. Differencing can help stabilise the mean of a
time series by removing changes in the level of a time series, and therefore eliminating or
reducing trend and seasonality.[Hyn]
A non-seasonal ARIMA model is the combination of autoregression and a moving average
model. In an autoregression model(AR), the variable of interest is forecasted using a linear
combination of past values of the variable and the term autoregression indicates that it is a regression
of the variable against itself. This model normally is restricted to stationary data. Rather than
using past values of the forecast variable in a regression, a moving average(MA) model uses past
forecast errors in a regression-like model. The integrated(I) is the initial step of the model, where
is calculated the degree of Differencing. An ARIMA model can be described as ARIMA(p,q,d),
where:
• p = order of the autoregressive part;
• d = degree of first differencing involved;
• q = order of the moving average part.
As said before, SARIMA or also referred as seasonal ARIMA, can handle seasonality and can
described as:
• Non seasonal: (p,q,d)
• Seasonal: (P,Q,D)m
• SArima (p,q,d) . (P,Q,D)m
The seasonal part of the model use similar processes, where m = number of periods per season.
3.1.2 Exponential Smoothing Methods
The simplest of the exponentially smoothing methods is simple exponential smoothing(SES)
and is weighted averages of past observations, with the weights decaying exponentially as the
observations get older. In other words, the more recent the observation the higher the associated
weight. This framework generates reliable forecasts quickly and for a wide range of time series,
which is a great advantage and of major importance to applications in industry. The SES is suitable
for forecasting data with no clear trend or seasonal pattern and relies on calculate the level of the
series, in a certain point. In 1957, Holt[Hol57] extended simple exponential smoothing to allow the
forecasting of data with a trend. Splitting the series in two components, level and trend, each one
is calculated for each point of the series and then added to each other resulting on the forecasted
value. Forecasts produce by these methods tend to over forecast, especially for longer forecast
horizons, so Gardner and McKenzie[GM85] introduced a parameter that “dampens” the trend to a
flat line some time in the future. In 1960, Holt and Winters proposed the Holt-Winters seasonal
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method[Win60], that add another component to the formula, the seasonality component that have
2 variations to be calculated. The additive method is preferred when the seasonal variations are
roughly constant through the series, while the multiplicative method is preferred when the seasonal
variations are changing proportional to the level of the series.
3.1.3 Tbats Model
Tbats is a recent model from 2011[dLHS11], and the name are acronyms for key features
of the models: Trigonometric seasonality, Box-Cox transformation, ARMA errors, Trend and
Seasonal components,it can handle multiple seasonality, where each seasonality is modeled by a
trigonometric representation based on Fourier series.
3.2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are distributed systems based on the nervous system and
are composed of a set of artificial neurons, constituting processing units. Each artificial neuron
has a set of input connections, to receive input values either from an input attribute vector or from
other neurons. Each input connection has a weight value associated, simulating the synapses in the
nervous system. The network weight values are defined by a learning algorithm. A neuron defines
its output value by using an activation function to the weighted sum of its inputs. This output value
is sent to the ANN output or to other artificial neurons. Figure 3.1 demonstrates a ANN structure
with 4 inputs, a hidden layer and a output layer.
Figure 3.1: Diagram of the architecture of a neural network.
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3.2.1 Long Short Term Memory
A Recurrent neural network(RNN) is a artificial neural network designed to recognize patterns
in sequences of data, such as numerical times series data emanating from sensors, stock markets
and government agencies. What differentiates RNNs from other neural networks is that they take
time and sequence into account, forming a sequential of information. That sequential information
is preserved in the recurrent network’s hidden state, which manages to span many time steps as it
cascades forward to affect the processing of each new example. It is finding correlations between
events separated by many moments, and these correlations are called “long-term dependencies”,
because an event downstream in time depends upon, and is a function of, one or more events that
came before. One way to think about RNNs is this: they are a way to share weights over time.
A Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) is a new type of RNN, that contains information outside
the normal flow of the recurrent network in a gated cell. Information can be stored in, written
to, or read from a cell, much like data in a computer’s memory. The cell makes decisions about
what to store, and when to allow reads, writes and erasures, via gates that open and close. Those
gates act on the signals they receive, and similar to the neural network’s nodes, they block or pass
on information based on its strength and import, which they filter with their own sets of weights.
Those weights, like the weights that modulate input and hidden states, are adjusted via the recurrent
networks learning process. That is, the cells learn when to allow data to enter, leave or be deleted
through the iterative process of making guesses.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduce the methods that will be implemented to forecast the demand of
fresh fish. From the methods introduce, three are statistical models, where SARIMA ans HOlt
Winter’s seasonal methods are considered historical and an inspiration for recent methods like
TBATS. We also explained the architecture of the artificial neural networks and the main concepts
of a LStm. In the next chapter, we present the problem description and the exploration of the
transactional data presented by the retail partner.
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Problem description and data
exploration
This chapter describes the reasons of the forecasting needs and the transactional data. Section
4.1 describe the fish department of the retail partner and the forecasting need, Section 4.2 describes
the relation between client card and overall sales, section 4.3 indicates the forecast goal and from
section 4.4 till section 4.9 we explore the transactional dataset narrowing the level of aggregation.
4.1 Description of the forecasting need
The retail partner has 270 stores across Portugal and his fish department has a total of 107
fresh fish products, with 2 different supply chains, where 89 the source is wild caught and 18
from aquaculture. The orders from the wild caught supply chain are acquired in the providers
early in the morning, when the boats arrive from the fishing and the outcome can not be enough to
supply the demand, leading to a stockout. The supply chain is closed on Monday, so no orders are
schedule to this day. The products provided are seasonal, mostly to ensure the preservation of the
wild life. Products acquired in the aquaculture supply chain, being a industrialized source, can be
fairly supply the demand.
Fish products are fast moving moving products with a high level of deterioration. The con-
sumption of spoiled fish can be harmful and the orders for fish products must be made daily, so the
offer available is the most fresh desirable. Forecasting the demand of hundreds of products can be
a pain full task for management, specially, when the product can’t be stored for a long period of
time. To prevent the spoil, the orders are schedule daily, 2 days prior to the acquisition. This period
ensure enough time to organize the acquisition in the providers and the transportation to the retail
facilities. The estimation of the daily demand is directly related to the volume of the orders and the
precise estimation will benefit by reducing waste, prevent stockouts and increase profitability.
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As summary, the deterioration level of fish products leads to a need of daily forecast, but the
next day is a brief window to organize the necessary process of the supply demand, so a 2 day
ahead horizon is the goal of forecast.
4.2 Client card and overall demand estimation
The retail partner provides to the customer a loyalty program that provides direct discount on
the supplied products. As part of the program, the customer is presented with a card to identifies
him as a participant in a loyalty program. The transactional data of the loyalty program, was made
available for this study, but this data does not contain the overall demand, because sales out of the
loyalty program are not part of the program. The retail partner also provided that 85% of the sales
result from the loyalty program, so is reasonable to conclude that the values used to forecast the
demand of fish products in this study, are also 85% of the true demand.
4.3 Forecast Goal
The goal is to build a model of machine learning using neural networks, that forecast the value
of a fresh fish product in the 2 day ahead horizon. To validate the forecast of the machine learning
model, statistical forecasting models are also implemented.
The retail partner provided a dataset containing the demand for all the products from 3 stores,
that are located in in Pedrouços, Sintra e Alcabideche. In the next section, we present the process
taken in the exploration of the dataset.
4.4 Transactional Data
The first step towards building a forecasting model was exploring the transactional dataset
provided by the retail partner. This dataset contains 4 tables: transactions, products,clients and
locations. The transactions table contains over 100 millions transactions collected in 3 stores of the
retail partner that are located in Pedrouços, Sintra e Alcabideche.
4.4.1 Reducing the dimensionality of the data
By reducing the information before the exploration, we benefit from focus our efforts in
comprehending the most valuable information at our disposal.
The transactional dataset contains information for all the groceries sold by the retail partner and
contains 148.568 products and 106.713.565 transactions. Since the goal is to forecast the quantity
of fish sell sold, products and consequent transactions not regarding it were filtered from the dataset.
After the filter applied, remained 107 SKUs associated with 407.492 transactions.
During the literature review, was not found information about the client profile as a influential
driver of product demand, so the clients table was also removed from the preprocessing of data.
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The final transactional dataset (fig. 4.1) contains transactions, clients and locations tables. At a first
glance, the most valuable information from the database seems the following:
• location_cd: store the transaction take place.
• time_key: the moment when the transaction was registered.
• sku: identifies the product in the transaction.
• quantity: total or weight acquired by the customer.
• specie: the specie of the fish product, can contain multiple skus.
Figure 4.1: UML of the transactional dataset.
4.5 Data exploration
After obtained the information regarding fresh fish information, our efforts were redirected to
improve our knowledge how the fish market behaves, so the starting points was a broad view of the
market 4.6, next the data is desegregated to store level resulting in the most relevant species that
identifies the demand 4.7. To conclude the exploration, we select 3 products of different species
that will be applied the forecasting models 4.9.
4.6 Market level exploration
The first contact of the exploration, was a wide approach to analyse the demand behaviour in
general, obtaining an overall impression of the fresh fish market.
Analysing sales from 1 January of 2017 till 30 September of 2019 (Fig. 4.2), it has a clear
outlier in July of 2018, that coincides with the traditional festivals in Portugal and Sardine is a
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delicacy enjoyed in the festivals, so may impact the sales. The annual seasonality is obvious, with
the sales slowing increasing till a spike around July and then fall off till the end of the year. A
trend analysis is not so obvious, maybe exists but is residual and not possible to identify with this
visualization.
Retail sales should have strong weekly seasonality, and like trend is not very obvious, but to
reflect the importance will explored in section 4.6.1.
Figure 4.2: Demonstration of the fresh fish sales, for the 3 stores combined .
4.6.1 Weekly seasonality exploration
The visualization clear demonstrate the weekly seasonality of the demand, with the lowest point
on Monday and the peak of sales on Saturday. The weekly seasonality is very important, because is
the base to a forecasting model with daily aggregation. The existence of it it’s a great starting point
when it comes the times of implementing the models. Unfortunately, the values from Tuesday to
Thursday are a sequence of values that do not differ much. Of course, here the aggregation is in a
higher level, but it is a indicator the weekly demand behaves.
In 4.6, the trend was not obvious so a further exploration will be evaluated in section 4.6.2.
Figure 4.3: Daily sales of the first 10 weeks of the year.
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4.6.2 Trend exploration
The yearly demand grants a clear visualization if exists a growing or diminishing trend, or in
this case, if does not exists at all. Analysing 2017 and 2018, 2017 seems to have a higher volume
of sales, that could mean a trend decrease, but after July the opposite happens with 2018 taking the
upper hand on sales. Also, in March, 2017 has the top sales followed with 2019, instead of 2018.
From this analysis, we can conclude that at least the overall sales of fresh fish does not contain the
trend component, but does not mean when lowering the aggregation to the product level, it does not
exist either. But before the product level aggregation, each store have to be explored, in a go deeper
in the staircase approach. So, we explore the sales for the stores in section 4.7.
Figure 4.4: Visualization of the demand by year and month.
4.7 Store level exploration
The analysis in a store level grants information of how each store performs compared to the
overall market exploration. But as starting point, was important to obtain the weight of each store
in the transactional data 4.5, on the left side of the figure we have the code name of each store: 3,
246 and 326. Lets call each store by his code name, as examples, store 3.
Analysing the volume of sales of store 326, the quantity in only one quarter of the total sales
from store 3. Even with the combination of stores 246 and 236, is still three quarters of the demand
of store 3. This is a problem, such weight could compromised the results of the exploration on
section 4.6, since the behaviour is most of the store 3.
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Figure 4.5: Total weight sold be each store.
However the analysis to the behaviour of each store 4.6 shows similar performance. Even the
less alike, store 326, has a similar behaviour to the others stores. This behaviour has different values
of magnitude, but can be estimated to be applied cross store.
All the stores use the same SKU for the products they have available for his costumers and the
forecast horizon is a two day ahead for a given SKU, so the possibility to aggregate the sales of
each store daily is reasonable. But the stores are geographically different and do not acquired the
products in the same suppliers, so the forecast will be for an SKU on one store only. Since the
store 3 has the most information on the data and his representative of his pairs, has been chosen for
further exploration.
A retail store have multiple species available to the costumer, with different degrees of demand,
that are splitted into multiple products that also have different degrees of demand. In section 4.8,
we explore the favorites species, and the associated products, of the retail’s costumer.
Figure 4.6: The performance of each store, on the left store 3, the middle store 246 and on the left
store 326
4.8 Specie level exploration
The exploration at the specie level is a crucial process of the exploration, since we can narrow
and group the SKUS we need to analyse on the product level exploration. The retail partner has
available to the customer 107 different product, from 69 different species. Analysing the map 4.7
sales by specie, dourada clears stand outs and what looks like 25% of the sales. We choose to use
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the original Portuguese names, that are contained in the dataset, so if a research continues our work,
it will benefit from the consistency on both sides.
Figure 4.7: Tree-map of total weight sold of each specie in Continente Cascais.
Along with dourada, carapau and robalo are the species that the costumer most acquired in the
stores of the retail partner, representing at least 50% of the total demand of store 3. An accurate
forecast will obtain a greater impact on products with higher volume of sales and this species are
more likely to contain those products.
We conclude the selection of the species to the product level exploration 4.9, but not before
translating the select species to English terms, that will be used for the rest of the dissertation:
Dourada or gilt head bream.
Carapau or horse mackerel.
Robalo or sea bass.
4.9 Product level exploration
Finally we reached at the product level, where we select the SKUs to be used in the forecasting
process. The analyse is done for each separately, on the product most representative of the specie is
selected. We also take in consideration the number of zeros that the product has, is recognized that
statistical models have issues dealing with zeros values.
4.9.1 Gilt head bream sales exploration
From the sales of gilt head products 4.8, "dourada média" stand outs as the product with the
higher volume of demand and it sales are quite irregular and has a presence of an outlier around July
2018. However, the volume of sales is a strong factor and is the first product selected for forecast.
Analysing the pattern of sales, the annual seasonality does not look present in the data, but also
looks that no signs of pattern on it. Regarding weekly seasonality, it seems that have some presence
in the data, event if not follow the same pattern every week.
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Figure 4.8: Chart of Gilt head bream sales from Cascais.
4.9.2 Sea bass sales exploration
The robalo sales have a similar performance of the dourada, but not with such a straightforward
selection when picking one of the products. But a careful analyses show that "robalo grande" has
imtermitence in the sales and contains multiple zero values and the selection drops on "robalo
médio".
Figure 4.9: Chart of sea bass sales.
4.9.3 Horse mackerel sales exploration
Analysing the sales behaviour from the two primary products of horse mackerel, are the ones
that selling pattern more resembles the pattern from the general sales, especially "carapau médio".
The annual seasonality is clearly in 2017 and 2018, with the lower in January and the peak of sales
around July. Is not clearly, but it seems that the data exhibit week seasonality. Forecasting models
to forecast must take into account more then one seasonality category and must deal with annual
and weekly seasonality.
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Figure 4.10: Chart of horse mackerel sales.
4.10 Conclusions of the data exploration
From the data exploration we conclude that the general sales have annual seasonality, but not
all the selected products follow that pattern, in contrary to weekly seasonality component that all
seems to imcorporate. No signs of trend was found in the data. We also discovered that even the
transactional dataset contains three stores, store 3 contains more then 50% of the sales.
For an easier interpretation and since we only have one SKU per specie, when referring to each
of the products, will be used instead the name of the specie in English for the rest of the dissertation,
as demonstrate in the following list:
• Robalo médio (sea bass)
• Carapau Médio (horse mackerel)
• Dourada média (gilt head bream)
In the next chapter, the implementation of the forecasting models is discussed.
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Forecasting models implementation
In this chapter will be discussed the implementation of the forecasting models, that can be
divided in statistical and machine learning. The statistical models are represented by SARIMA, Holt
Winter’s seasonal model, TBATS and Fourier seasonal modelling;machine learning is represented
by a LSTM, a recurrent neural network.
In the first part, is presented the implementation of the statistical model and calculate the auto
correlation function, to a better understanding of the series, finishing with the study of forecasting
results.
In the second part, is explained the implementation of the LSTM model, the process of feature
selection and the forecasting results of the neural network. The comparison between statistical and
machine learning results is also done here.
During this chapter are presented multiple results to validate the models. The metrics displayed
are always calculated using the testing data.
In the last section, we present the overall sales forecast, a dataset that contains only a period of
9 month that the previous models are applied to validate the results.
5.1 Forecasting with statistical models
By exploration the sales of the selected products, it was found that the time series contains
weekly seasonality, so the models chosen to implement had to at least handle single seasonality.
However, the sales of horse mackerel are composed with annual seasonality, so models that could
handle multiple seasonalities were also implemented.
The statistical univariate methods were implemented in R Language, using the forecast pack-
age. The package provides multiple out of the box forecasting methods and is a good starting point
in a forecasting project. The following models were implemented:
• auto.arima : Returns best ARIMA model according to either AIC, AICc or BIC value.
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• tbats: Fits a TBATS model, it can handle multi-seasonality.
• hw: Fits a exponential smoothing model anf can only handle one seasonality.
• fourier term’s: Fits an curve in Fourier terms and can be used to model seasonality. The
transformation using different frequencies, makes possible the modeling of multiple season-
alities.
The sales of each selected species were forecasted using each model, this way providing a way
of comparison and a more reliable end result. The 1003 daily observations were splitted in 730
training examples and the 273 remaining used for testing data.
The use of prior time steps to predict the next time step is called the window method. This
window may shift one observation for each forecast, being called sliding window. The validation
was implemented using an expanded sliding window, where all the observations prior the forecast
point are used for the estimation. As referred in the problem analyses, the forecast horizon is 2 days
prior the last observation. By using all the information till 2 days prior of the forecast, the model
uses the most recent information in the outcome of the result. The study of the auto correlation
function (ACF) can be used to know if a time series if suitable to use statistical models and is
discussed in the next section.
5.1.1 Study of the Auto correlation
Just as correlation measures the extent of a linear relationship between two variables, auto
correlation function(ACF) measures the linear relationship between lagged values of a time series.
A time series without any auto correlation is completely unpredictable and may not be suitable for
statistical forecasting methods.[Hyn]
Figure 5.1: Auto correlation chart of the horse mackerel sales.
The auto correlation chart of horse mackerel sales (fig. 5.1) shows the auto correlation from
lag 1 to 30. The dashed blue lines indicate whether the correlations are significantly different from
zero. The highest point, lag 7, representing the same day in the previous week and continues to
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being notice as the lag increase. The rounded shaped between spikes demonstrates seasonality and
slow decrease in the ACF as the lags increase is due to the trend, but is not very visible in the chart.
The ACF from sea bass sales are also representative of the Gilt head bream sales (fig. 5.2. The
ACF demonstrate the spike at lag 7 and his pairs, but does not have the same degree on seasonality
of the horse mackerel demand. The ACF confirms that the trend is residual in the sea bass sales.
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Figure 5.2: Auto correlation chart of the sea bass sales.
From the study of the auto correlation, we discover that the statistical methods are suitable to
be used in the forecast of the chosen species. The results of the forecasting models are discussed in
the next section 5.1.2 and the metrics displayed are calculated using the test dataset.
5.1.2 Forecasting results
The results obtained from the statistical models are presented on the table 5.1 and the metric
chosen for evaluation was the NRMSE, because the differences on peaks have a higher weight, than
differences on other values.
Table 5.1: Statistical models NRMSE values.
SARIMA HW TBATS Fourier’s Terms
Horse Mackerel 0.154 0.154 0.149 0.149
Sea bass 0.149 0.146 0.139 0.139
Gilt head Bream 0.112 0.103 0.111 0.111
The models that model multiple seasonality, TBATS and Fourier’s Terms, had the best perfor-
mance, which was expected because a more complex model usually leads to higher accuracy. It
looks strange that both had the same accuracy with 3 decimal numbers,but both use Fourier terms
for capturing seasonality with ARIMA errors capturing other dynamics in the data and this may
lead to the similarity in the results. Regarding the other models, SARIMA and HW had close
performance, with the latter on top.
Multiple methods were implemented forecasting the demand, so in section 5.1.3 an approach to
take advantage of it, is presented.
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5.1.3 Models daily Evaluation by Ensemble Learning
To take advantage of the implementation of multiple models, the fitted values of the training
dataset was splitted by week day to calculate the daily error of each model. The model that was
most accurate in a given day, was chosen to forecast the same day of the test data. This is an
ensemble learning approach, that uses the training data to choose the model to be used in the testing
data by day.
Table 5.2: Ensemble process of the fitted values of the training dataset, on horse mackerel demand.
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
SARIMA 0.148 0.162 0.170 0.130 0.118 0.184 0.164
Holt Winter’s 0.151 0.176 0.171 0.139 0.115 0.180 0.166
TBATS 0.141 0.163 0.162 0.137 0.114 0.175 0.166
Fourier Term’s 0.154 0.167 0.165 0.133 0.115 0.176 0.165
Ensemble 0.141 0.162 0.162 0.130 0.130 0.175 0.175
Analysing the results of the ensemble process 5.2, TBATS, on Sunday, was the most accurate
forecasting the values of the training dataset, so consequently is chosen to forecast the Sunday’s
values of the testing period. The process continues for the remaining days, resulting in a ensemble
learning method that group the most accurate models by day, forecasting the training period values.
The approach of a daily selection by the model’s accuracy, may improve the result on the testing
dataset. The comparison between the TBATS and Ensemble accuracy is presented on section 5.1.4.
5.1.4 Comparison of Ensemble Learning Method and TBATS
The best statistical model was TBATS along with the seasonal modeling with Fourier terms, but
since they obtain the same result, only TBATS was picked for the comparison. Is a good practise,to
compare the accuracy with a simpler model, to demonstrate the superior performance, so was the
accuracy calculated using the average of the training data.
The TBATS model outperforms the average model in any of the selected species (table 5.3).
The application of the ensemble method, only improve the accuracy of the horse mackerel sales
and the accuracy on sea bass demand is lower when applied. This type of ensemble method, by
selecting the most daily accurate model on the training data, did not prove that can be applied to all
scenarios, but, when tested by specie can improve the forecast.
Table 5.3: Comparison of TBATS, Ensemble method and Average NRMSE values.
TBATS Ensemble Average
Horse Mackerel 0.148 0.146 0.187
Sea Bass 0.139 0.140 0.172
Gilt Head Bream 0.111 0.111 0.117
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To validate the results, we implemented multiple forecasting models. In section 5.2, we
explained the process of implement a machine learning model. The model is a LSTM network with
multiple features, where each feature is evaluated to understand the impact on the forecast.
5.2 Building an LSTM model
The LSTM was built using Keras that is a high-level neural networks API, written in Python.
A LSTM network is an improvement to a RNN network, but contains a a memory unit that can
maintain information in memory for long periods of time. A common LSTM unit is composed of a
cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The cell remembers values over arbitrary time
intervals and the three gates regulate the flow of information into and out of the cell.
A LSTM can handle multiple feature, in contrast to the methods described previous. Since the
it can handle multiple features, the predictive of each feature must be evaluated to achieve a more
accurate network. This features evaluates whether the features suggested in the literature are able
to improve the model performance.
We also transformed the forecast in the differencing process. In a differencing process the
objective variable is the difference between the current time step and a future value. The objective
variable is the fluctuations in demand and not the true demand itself. Since the output is a difference,
the input must be as well to achieve consistence in the data, so it’s generated multiple differences
features to lagged time steps.
5.2.1 Feature selection
The features can be categorized in differencing, date, price, meteorologic, lent and holidays,
but difference has a special role within the group of features. As seen in table ??, the target or
the objective variable, is a input feature after 2 time steps. For this reason the differencing feature
will be detach within the group of independent variables and referred as the main feature. The
remaining are the secondaries variables.
Table 5.4: Target is a input feature after 2 time steps.
Timestep
T(x)
Demand
Difference
T(x) - T(x - 2)
Target
T(x + 2) - T(x)
1 0 X 10
2 5 X 15
3 10 10 5
4 20 15 X
5 15 5 X
Multiple differencing features will be generated, grouped and evaluated the accuracy on the
forecasting result. The groups that obtain the best result will be referred as the main model. The
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reason behind this, is that being in both sides of the equation, as input and output, is believed that it
carries the highest weight in the forecasting result.
Then each secondary feature will be tested along with the it, to select the ones that most improves
the accuracy of the main model. The one that most improves the main model, is considered the first
configuration of the final model. This is considered the final of the first step.
In the second step, the remaining selected features are added gradually to the final model, from
the one that performed the best till the one that performed the worst. If the model improves it
becomes the new final model, the opposite makes the feature be discarded.
Since the the result of training a neural network is not precise and the result is different each
iteration, in the first step each model will be trained using 20 iterations. In the second phase, will
be 100 training iterations for a more consistence result. The models will be evaluated using RMSE.
For this process only one of the selected products will be used to evaluate the model building.
The product under evaluation is the gild head bream, that had the lowest NRMSE in the statistical
model forecasting. This strategy is taken, with the belief that if the product can achieve a better
performance, the others species can benefit from that.
In the next section, is explained the process of the main or differentiation generation and
selection.
5.2.1.1 Differencing features generation and selection
The use of differencing, modeling neural networks, may lead to higher accuracy. The forecasting
result is not the actual sales value, but instead the difference between the present and the target day,
as seen in table 5.5. Since the output is a difference, instead of modeling the week with the volume
of sales in each day, the inputs were differences of the current time step for any other lagged day.
This brings consistence between the input and the output value.
Table 5.5: 2 day ahead difference transformation.
Total Diff-2-day-ahead Target Value Target Diff
2018-01-01 10 # 5 -5
2018-01-02 15 # 0 -15
2018-01-03 5 5 - 10 = -5 # #
2018-01-04 0 0 - 15 = -15 # #
However, not only the present week has valuable information for the forecasting result and all
lagged weeks can have a piece of information that could improve the accuracy. To accomplish this,
the difference between the present and all previous days were generated, resulting in a number
features equals to the number of previous days.
The first step consisted of evaluating how the accuracy behave by adding each week gradually
as input. In the first iteration the model would only use 1 week, but in the second would use the 2
previous weeks. The model scores the best performance with the testing data, with 63 days or nine
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weeks 5.3. As such, We already know the time window required to obtain the best performance, but
the model may still improve if we identify the features that contributes the most for the end result.
Figure 5.3: RMSE values by weekly inclusion of the main feature .
The 5 day difference to the present day obtained the best result 5.4, when the 9 weeks are
included. For easier interpretation, this model will be referred as order 5 differencing, but in reality
contain 5,12,19 and so on. The 5 order difference was the most powerful by far comparing to the
other. This day, is the same of the target homologous day, but in the previous week. If the target is
a Wednesday, this represents the last Wednesday and the inclusion of the last nine Wednesdays,
produces a result close the inclusion of the last 49 days.
Figure 5.4: Order 5, the feature that obtained the best result of the differencing process.
The next step was to add gradually each week of the others differencing orders, but lock the
order 5 differencing in the same week. Since the two previous tests obtain mixed results, the values
of 7,8 and 9 weeks were used for the 5 order differencing. The model that obtained the lowest error
contains information about the 9 previous weekdays of the target variable and the behave of the
current week. The inclusion of information of lagged weeks, did rather then the present does not
improve the performance.
Figure 5.5: Best differing model, 9 weeks of the 5 order and 1 week of the others.
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The dataset contains almost 3 years of data, so it is possible to include the difference of the
current time step to the target value in the last year, representing a 362 difference, so it belongs
to the order 5 series. Unfortunately, this impacted the accuracy negatively. Each feature of the
same order has some correlation with each other (fig. 5.6) and the inclusion of multiple features
with the same order is a trade off. For each feature of the same order that is added to the network,
some correlation is added along with it, but the model also gains information about the lagged
values, but then it reaches a point that is hard to estimate the correct weight to all this correlated
features. At this point, the model starts to lose performance because is overwhelmed with correlated
information.
Figure 5.6: Scatter plot of of the differences of order 5 and 362, showing correlation with each
other.
As conclusion, the main model will include the following differences as features:
• 1,2,3,4,6,7: representing the days in the week of the current time step, less the 5 day
difference.
• 5,12,19,26,33, 40,47,54,61: the 9 previous weekdays of the target.
In the following sections, the evaluation of the secondary features are explained.
5.2.1.2 Holidays Features Modelling
The holidays were modelling using dummy variables, but with 2 different features types:
General holiday: this feature informs the model if the correspondent day is an holiday.
Specific holiday: exists 13 national holidays in Portugal, so for each was created a dummy
variable, corresponding to 13 features.
We model the the holidays in this two ways, because the knowledge associated with tomorrow
being an holiday, is not equal that being Christmas day. So the objective was that along with the
knowledge of an general holiday represents, the weight of that specific holiday was also taken into
account of the forecast.
To validate the predictability of each type of feature, 3 test cases were implemented:
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• Case 1: the use only the general holiday.
• Case 2: the use of the 13 holidays dummies.
• Case 3: the use of both type together
The inclusion of holidays features leads to a substantial improvement in any of the type cases
to the base model. The modelling of each holiday as a unique feature, has the most improvement,
but used along the general holiday dummy seems that has a most stable result.
As conclusion, both holidays features has been selected to the second step.
Table 5.6: RMSE values of the test cases of the Holidays features.
Average Min Max
Main 21.36 21.19 21.54
Case 1 21.03 20.69 21.33
Case 2 20.50 20.21 21.34
Case 3 20.46 20.23 20.60
5.2.1.3 Lent Feature
Lent is the six week period leading up to Easter and in Portugal is called the "Quaresma". It’s
one of the most important times of year for many Christians around the world and in particular
Portugal, because 80% of the Portuguese population is Christian.
In Portugal, during this period, there is the common practise of the abstinence of meat and use
fish as replacement. This event may lead to a higher volume of sales of fish products and to evaluate
it was modelled as a dummy variable. Must take notice, that the period is the 40 days before Easter,
that is a rotating holiday and so is this period.
The evaluation as predictable variable of the Lent period was perform with 2 test cases:
Case 1: the inclusion of the Lest along with the Base model.
Case 2: testing combined with the selected holidays features. The combined approach may
model the holidays differently during the Lent.
The inclusion doesn’t seem to impact the forecasting result on both cases. The reason why lent
is not a predictable variable, is not the focus of the study, so we can only speculate the reasons:
• The lent does not impact the sales at all.
• Is a long period and the impact may be observed by the base model features.
• As a long period, may the impact exists, but not along all the duration of it. A prior study of
the real impact duration may lead to better results.
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Table 5.7: RMSE values of the test cases of the Lent feature.
Average Min Max
Main 21.36 21.19 21.54
Case 1 21.41 21.17 22.04
Case 2 20.50 20.22 21.01
5.2.1.4 Price Feature
Any special technique was used to model the price feature and was it used raw. The price was
calculated dividing the total amount of sales in a single day by the total weight. In the days with no
sales, the price couldn’t be calculated so the value of the previous day was used as input.
The price turn out to be a powerful predictor as seen in it’s test case, lowering the error on 1.40
value from the base, so it was select to the second step of the feature selection.
Table 5.8: RMSE values of the test cases of the price feature.
Average Min Max
Main 21.36 21.19 21.54
Price 19.96 19.64 20.63
5.2.1.5 Meteorologic Features
In the literature review it was possible to understand that multiple studies shown that meteoro-
logic features can improve the forecast result, thus, the average temperature of the air and the total
precipitation on a day were evaluated in 3 test cases:
• Case 1: Only the temperature is included.
• Case 2: Only the precipitation is included.
• Case 3: Both temperature and precipitation are included.
From the result of the test cases (table 5.9), the first conclusion was that the temperature
impacted the accuracy negatively. Precipitation despite having a positive performance, the improve-
ment in the accuracy is not enough to conclude at this time that has predictive power, but was select
for the second step of feature selection for further investigation.
Table 5.9: RMSE values of the test cases of the meteorologic features.
Average Min Max
Main 21.36 21.19 21.54
Case 1 21.81 21.57 22.15
Case 2 21.30 21.23 21.60
Case 3 21.70 21.57 22.03
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5.2.1.6 Date features
Date was including in the model, but no modelling was implemented to improve the predictabil-
ity of date features. The date features used were:
• WeekDay: Day of the week, from 1 to 7.
• Month: Month number in a year, from 1 to 12.
• WeekNumber: Week number in a year, from 1 to 53.
• Day: Day in a year, from 1 to 365.
• MonthDay: Day in a month, from 1 to 31, depending on the month.
The test case for the feature was inconclusive, because the error is lower, but it can’t be directly
related to the inclusion of the date features, since the result of the LSTM is not precise and it can
fall in a range of values. However, date features were included in the second step of the feature
selection for further investigation.
Table 5.10: RMSE values of the test cases of the date features.
Average Min Max
Base 21.36 21.19 21.54
Date 21.29 20.92 21.72
5.2.1.7 Second step of feature selection
In this step, instead of testing each feature separately, they will be added gradually to the
model, if the accuracy improves, that feature is selected to the final model, otherwise, the feature is
discarded. The features under testing in the phase are:
• Holidays
• Date
• Precipitation
The price feature is not under evaluation, because it achieved the best accuracy and it’s already
part of the final model. In each test case, the "X" points which features are included in the training
(table 5.11). The best performance was the combination of all the selected features, with an error of
18.20 and no feature is discarded in this step.
However, from the results there is no concrete proof that the date feature improves the perfor-
mance, however, since is does not impact negatively it seems reasonable that is selected to the final
model. Holidays and precipitation have similar performance, showing good predictive power.
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Table 5.11: RMSE values for the test cases in the end of the 100 iterations.
Main Model Price Holidays Date Precipitation Average Minimum Maximum
Case 1 X X 19.96 19.64 20.63
Case 2 X X X 19.55 18.65 21.36
Case 3 X X X X 19.46 18.38 21.34
Case 4 X X X X X 19.28 18.20 20.32
5.2.2 Results of the feature selection process
Lent and temperature are discarded as predictive features. Anyway, further investigation is
required, since they might be predictive, but the impact may is being absorbed by another feature.
The final machine learning model contains differencing, price, holidays,date and precipitation
features, where price had the most impact in the forecast, followed by holidays and precipitation.
In the next section, the results of the machine learning are presented and compared to the statistical
modelling.
5.2.3 Comparison of the LSTM model with statistical models
The LSTM was build using the accuracy on forecasting the sales of gild head bream as the
benchmark, but a good forecasting model should be versatile and performs as well when applied
to another product. Comparing the most accurate statistical model for each specie and the LSTM
(table 5.12, it shows that the LSTM was more accurate that any of the statistical models. The
forecast results seems promising and machine learning has the advantage, that is a continuous
process and new features can be included to improve the forecast. The advantage of the application
of the statistical methods, is the simplicity of the implementation with the use of only variable, has
almost the same accuracy of an LSTM with 38 variables.
In the next section, the best forecasting models for each product are presented.
Table 5.12: Comparison of the most accurate statistical model by specie and the LSTM model.
Statistical LSTM
Gilt head bream 0.103 0.088
Horse mackerel 0.149 0.148
Sea bass 0.139 0.133
5.3 Demonstration of the forecast result
To conclude the forecast results, the figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.12 are a demonstration for each product,
of the forecasting result and the real sales value.
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5.3.1 Gilt head bream result with LSTM
From analysing the forecast result, the model event with an irregular weekly seasonality, the
model has enough accuracy modeling it. The outlier was detected, but not in the magnitude of his
value, but just the detection can be seen as a positive sign.
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Figure 5.7: LSTM forecasting result of gilt head bream sales.
5.3.2 Sea bass result with LSTM
The LSTM is not very accurate in the start of the testing period, but after around day 75 the
demand stabilizes and also the model results. The forecasting result does not seem very similar, but
the sales of sea bass contain a high degree of irregularity, almost looking like white noise.
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Figure 5.8: LSTM forecasting result of sea bass sales.
5.3.3 Horse mackerel result with LSTM
The LSTM had the highest error forecasting the demand of the horse mackerel. Like the other
species, the sales are very irregular but the model had a satisfactory performance, capturing the
outlier around day 70. Between days 150 and 200, the irregularity is clear and the model lacks
some accuracy, but after that it follows the demand quite well.
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Figure 5.9: LSTM forecasting result of horse mackerel sales.
5.4 Forecast the overall sales, Benchmark with the retailer’s method
The retail partner has also provided the overall sales of the selected products, but only for
10 months period - from 1 January until 22 of October of 2019. The dataset was provided to
compare the results of the client card forecasting sales, with the result of the model that the retailer
currently uses. Nevertheless, the card sales are a percentage of the overall sales and the direct
comparison does not seem reasonable. Anyhow, the models to forecast the client card sales, were
implemented to forecast the overall sales and compared to the retail’s model performance. Along
with the comparison with the retail’s model, two additional observations can be drawn from this
implementation.
First, The retail’s model is used in production to forecast the demand of fresh fish products
for more then 250 stores across Portugal, providing a reliable solution to schedule the orders.
The implementation of the statistical models is straightforward using R language and the data is
univariate, requiring only the demand modelled in a time series. A company in need of a reliable
and low cost model, could gain from implementing in R language.
Second, Neural networks are very data depending, but the dataset only contains 252 observations
and in the previous LSTM model the first 63 steps were used to calculate the first batch of
differencing features. For this reason only 4 weeks, will be used to calculate the differencing.
Anyway, there is left 224 observations where 88 are for testing, 30 for validation and remains
only 106 steps for training. The accuracy might be impacted for the lack of information or the
LSTM is powerful enough to model the demand. Also, the features used in the LSTM will be only
differencing and price. The reduction of the number of variables happens because some become
obsolete, being a one time event, but mostly, to study the performance of the LSTM with univariate
type like model, but not discarding the price because it has significant predicting power.
In the next section, the results of the implemented models are presented along with the compar-
ison with the retail’s model.
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5.4.1 Results forecasting the overall sales
Starting with the results of the statistical models, the top performance goes to TBATS and HW
with similar accuracy. Forecasting horse mackerel and sea bass, HW was more accurate but TBATS
was better forecasting the sales of gilt head bream. Sarima results during this dissertation, was not
the most accurate compared to the other models, but no conclusion can be made since could be
affected by the data used in this study.
The LSTM did not perform well forecasting the demand of horse mackerel. The model was
built concerning the accuracy forecasting the sales of the gilt head bream, so there is the possibility
that some modifications before applying to the horse mackerel data would improve the result.
On comparing with the retailer’s model, the most gain is on the gild head bream with 0.34
improvement on the accuracy. Sea bass has a similar accuracy regarding the model and horse
mackerel could not be improved from the retailer’s accuracy.
We conclude this chapter, with the discussion and visualization of the forecasting results, in
sections 5.4.1.1, 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.3
Table 5.13: NRMSE values of the overall sales.
SARIMA TBATS HW LSTM Retail’s Model
Horse Mackerel 0.184 0.175 0.168 0.189 0.148
Sea bass 0.143 0.136 0.133 0.123 0.128
Gilt Head Bream 0.141 0.116 0.118 0.104 0.138
5.4.1.1 Horse mackerel overall demand result
The model detected the downward trend in the demand for the test period, but has no success
detecting the zeros sales values. The forecast seems accurate, but not detecting the break in sales
around day 40.
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Figure 5.10: Holt Winter’s forecasting of the horse mackerel overall demand.
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5.4.1.2 Sea bass overall demand result
The LSTM model looks accurate forecasting the demand of sea bass, but especially in the 4
first weeks that the demand is very regular.
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Figure 5.11: LSTM forecasting result of the sea bass overall demand.
5.4.1.3 Gilt head bream overall demand result
Gilt head bream has 2 outliers, that the it seems the LSTM could identifies the second, but not
reached the same value of the true demand. Withdrawing both outliers, the forecast is accurate
predicting the peaks and falls points of the demand.
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Figure 5.12: LSTM forecasting result of the gilt head bream demand.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter provides a summary of the study developed and the conclusions drawn. The
conclusions regard the comparison of both type of models, the usability of the statistical model,
why multivariate models are a doubtful advantage and the accuracy of the LSTM model with a
simple network.
In this dissertation to forecast the demand of fresh fish products was implemented traditional
statistical methods, such as SARIMA, Holt Winter’s seasonal and Fourier seasonal model. This
models provides reliable accuracy to the compared the the performance of the machine learning
model, an LSTM network. Artificial neural networks have mixed results in the literature and this
dissertation aims to be another contribute to unveil the mystery if they are suitable to model time
series.
During this study, we reached the following conclusions:
a. Statistical modeling the demand of horse mackerel had the upper hand, but LSTM model
was more accurate in gilt head bream and sea bass. This mixed at first can be interpreted as a
negative result, because the lack of an objective result, but also can be seen as diversity, to
be applied in different situations. The LSTM being a more complex model must be more
accurate and from the results of this studies it seems. But the modelling and implementation
is not as straightforward as the statistical models, with stable implementation packages with
no need of manual tuning of the parameters. So, if we need a fast and reliable option we
should opt for statistical models, but we have the time and also the need of a more accurate
forecast, machine learning should be the option.
b. The usability of the statistical models is a big positive point that shouldn’t be ignored, since
the implementation in R language with the forecast package, is pretty straightforward for
someone with programming background. The performance compared with the the Retail’s
model is very similar, which is used to forecast the demand for hundreds of stores. Not all
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the companies are the same and some companies may have the need of a more sophisticated
model, but any company in need of a precise, but also low cost and maintenance forecasting
model should take this option into consideration.
c. The most positive point of the LSTM model, is also is downside. The model is a
multivariate, so it can be seen as a continuous process that any new variable found in research
or practise can be added to improve the accuracy of the current model. This is very appealing,
because the model is never obsolete, just have the need to refactor to include the new variable.
The downside of this, is that being so variable dependent, not only the model must be
maintained, but also all the sources of this variables. So the implementation of multivariate
models, should only be applied in cases that the accuracy is the number one priority.
d. When forecasting the overall demand, only 2 variables were used modelling the LSTM,
differencing and price. Also the period of training was only 106, but the network still
presented a very accurate result comparing to the retail’s model. LSTM is a recent model,
much powerful then older networks architectures, that being a recurrent network is suitable to
model time series. This is evidence, that past research of the application of neural networks
to model time series is paying off.
Has a final statement, the results obtained were favorable and the LSTM obtained an accurate
forecasting, that consolidate the application of neural networks to model time series.
6.1 Directions for future research
Forecast the demand is continuous process with always space for improvement, by the imple-
mentation of different methods or the inclusion of new features.
This dissertation evaluate the performance of LSTM forecasting the demand, but another
recurrent network can be applied to forecast and evaluate the result. Gated recurrent units (GRU)
has similar architecture, but uses gates instead of units as the base component. The application will
benefit as a comparison of accuracy, but also as another method to forecast demand.
In the feature selection step, generating the differencing features, a experience was made to
include the values of the past year, but the accuracy was impacted negatively. A more precise
approach could benefit the forecast result, especially in products that have annual seasonality.
Finally, the models implemented forecast the demand of a single product separately and in
terms of usability, was a benefit to forecast multiple products at the same time without the impacting
the accuracy.
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Ref Abstract Data Conclusions
[AQS01]
A comparative study between
neural networks and tradi-
tional forecast models.
US retail sales
ANN had a better performance,
followed by ARIMA and
Holt’Winters. Multivariate
regression performed last.
[ABGM15]
Compared full seasonal mod-
els with dummy season. Also
forecast multistep so the re-
search is more close to a real
environment.
South Africa
retail sales
The models with dummy sea-
son variables had a better perfor-
mance. Also any model distin-
guish from the other, some were
better in booms and others in re-
cession
[CZ03]
The purpose of this paper is to
compare the accuracy of vari-
ous linear and nonlinear mod-
els for forecasting aggregate
retail sales
US retail sales
It modelled seasonality with
trigonometric functions, desea-
son and dummy variables. Ann
with deseason data had the best
performance. Trigonometric
functions are not usefull to model
seasonality.
[ZQ05]
How to best model seasonal-
ity and trend using neural net-
works.
US retail
sales;industrial
production
series; US total
new privately
owned housing
units started
from 1992 to
2001
It modelled seasonality with
trigonometric functions, desea-
son and dummy variables. Ann
with deseason data had the best
performance. Trigonometric
functions are not usefull to model
seasonality.
[XDH08]
Compared support vector ma-
chines with Sarimax Model.
China Catering
Sales
Support vector machines had a
better performance then Sarimax.
Ref Abstract Data Conclusions
[KY17]
The purpose of this research
is to construct a sales predic-
tion model for retail stores us-
ing the deep learning approach,
which has gained significant at-
tention in the rapidly develop-
ing field of machine learning
in recent years.
3 years of pos
data
The deep learning approach was
compared to logistic regression,
and the first a prediction accuracy
10 per cent greater..
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[SD17]
Which of the: MLP, RBFN
and SVM achieves the highest
accuracy when predicting the
number of sold products in a
food store department.
Day,year,
month, holiday
dummy, sum
of all prices in
the department
SVM had the best performance.
[ABGM15]
The objective of this study is
to develop SARIMAX)model
which tries to account all the
effects due to the demand influ-
encing factors, to forecast the
daily sales of perishable foods
in a retail store.
Seasonality,
Holydays,
Promotions
Due to lack
of data, can-
nibalization
and weather
effects are
not taken into
consideration.
Sarimax had better performance
then Sarima.
[PE14]
forecast the sales revenue of
grocery retailing industry in
Turkey with the help of gro-
cery retailers marketing costs,
gross profit, and its competi-
tors’ gross profit by using arti-
ficial neural network
Marketing
Costs, Gross
Profit, Com-
petitors Gross
Profit
Not relevant
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Ref Abstract Variaveis Conclusions
[ASvWF09]
we propose using regression
trees with explicit features con-
structed from sales and promo-
tion time series of the focal
and related SKU-store combi-
nation.
Statistical
variables from
data( aver-
age,sum,standart
deviation) such
as price,
discount,
advertise
On time without promotions sim-
ple time series has the best perfor-
mance. On time with discount re-
gression trees had better results.
[EÖK09]
The objective of the paper is
to propose a new forecasting
mechanism which is modeled
by artificial intelligence ap-
proaches including the com-
parison of both arti-ficial neu-
ral networks and adaptive
network-based fuzzy.
Product qual-
ity ( 1 to 9,
evaluated by
the costumers)
Customer
satisfac-
tion,promotions,
holidays and
special days
Uses NN with neuro fuzzy model,
and get a better result then both
separated.
[BF09]
We use time series analysis to
forecast the demand for beer
on the Slovenian market us-
ing scanner data from two ma-
jor retail stores Used Armax,
autoregressive with exogenous
variables.
Dummy
New Year,
Promotion ,
Temperature
Not relevant
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